2014-15
TFL COLLECTION
An evolution of color, texture and technology
SWEDISH ELM
With the addition of the two new colors of Elm, Luxe, a natural wood tone in a true warm brown and Driftwood, inspired by gray beached wood with just the right mix of warm and cool, the Elm range has the solution.

The brown coloration brings the authenticity of a natural wood tone to the fidelity and texture of the Elm line. Trend forward in its refresh of a midtone wood grain the Luxe color's warm tones blur the lines between the familiar and the exotic.

Driftwood, with its mix of warm undertones and cool gray finish brings the diversity of a mid value grey to the Elm range. Just as at home in a rustic cabin as it is in an urban loft, the weathered wood coloration with its soft tones and crisp details is a go to color no matter the project.

SWEDISH ELM

SALINAS OAK
A very fine grained oak veneer with a highly natural look, this décor is predestined for a variety of applications. Subtle negative poring accentuates the pronounced fine pores, while closely packed graining sections complement the exquisite sidecut figures. Finally, faint cracks underscore the natural impression in this balanced layout. Salinas oak is available in three colorways in our AURA finish.

WALNUT MAXIMO
Light and fresh, Tundra is the answer when you are looking for what’s next. Clean and light with the sophistication and elegance of a straight grain walnut, this addition to the line has great appeal across market segments. Just as at home in the office as it is in hospitality or retail, Tundra is a true on trend and global design, it’s sure to become a “go to” choice for those who are leading the way. It is available in one colorway in our AURA finish.

CANYON WHITE PINE
Reminiscent of rustic old growth wood, this décor is striking for a rough and sun bleached appearance in which multiple small fine cracks have their place. Various details in the weathered material show subtle signs of wear. Extremes are the signature style of this décor, as seen in the almost larger than life grain structure and the vintage effect of the peeling paint. Numerous cracks contribute to the pronounced 3D look. Canyon White Pine is available in one colorway in our RIO finish.

Ginger Root H72  Cocoa Bean H73  Blackwood H74

Driftwood H70  Luxe H71

Tundra H75

Memento H76
Contemporary trends evolve around the combination of sight and touch. The evolution of TFL design has never been so exciting. Uniboard™ continues to set the standard with its 2014-15 TFL Collection.

For up-to-date information on Uniboard’s entire TFL Collection, our Integra® co-product program details, sampling and more, go to www.uniboard.com.
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